
 
 

Free Guided Online Journaling Groups  
for Cancer Patients & Survivors and for Family Caregivers 

 

Expressive Writing Heals From Within 

• Counselors, psychologists and healthcare  
staff have long understood the benefits of 
patient journaling as a way of processing a 
health crisis like cancer.  

• Now, among a small online group, you can 
express yourself honestly and read selectively 
among people living in similar circumstances. 

• Choose to share an entry anonymously  
within your group’s Reading Room,  
or keep it private. Groups are moderated. 

 

Support for both Caregivers & Patients 

A custom list of common feelings & issues  
helps guide your writing & reading. Entries 
cover the full spectrum, with as may writings 
about ‘gratitude’ as about the more difficult 
emotions. Category guides include: 

for Patients & Survivors ~ body image, anger, 
feeling okay/at peace, comic relief, 
feeling alone . . . 

for Caregivers ~ self-care, role changes, 
feeling overwhelmed, being hopeful & being 
realistic . .  

. 
  

sign-up and log-in at  
www.projectlulu.org/reflectingpool 

 

®



 

What are Reflecting Pools?  
Reflecting Pools are a service of the Duluth-based nonprofit, Project Lulu. Each Reflecting Pool is a 
private, online group that focuses on reflective writing and selective sharing among similarly situated 
people. Journal entries are anonymous, identified only with your self-chosen nickname.  Writings can 
be completely private, or you can share them with the group. All entries are monitored by Project Lulu 
for appropriateness and safety. It is a non-commercial service being offered free to you. 

Why online journaling for patients and caregivers? 

Numerous studies have indicated the benefits of support groups, online communications, and 
expressive writing for individuals in health crisis or living with chronic conditions. Family caregivers 
and friends also benefit from these places for safe self-expression and support. Here, a team of health 
professionals helped Project Lulu develop a carefully designed environment that includes elements 
from each. These three activities – writing, selective sharing and reading – can benefit your health and 
well-being. 

Which group would I join? 
We have open groups for different medical diagnoses (such as ovarian cancer and breast cancer 
survivors) plus groups for caregivers of cancer patients. We also have a Reflecting Pool for grief 
support and bereavement. Each group has custom writing categories to support its full-spectrum 
exploration. You can decide which group you want to join. We are always making new groups, as 
health partners and interest allows.  

When can I log in to write and read? 

Once you have signed up, you can log in any time, day or 
night, from anywhere with internet connection. Your Pool is 
open. Come in, the water’s fine!  

Who funds these free Reflecting Pools?  
Reflecting Pools are kept free to participants in health crisis by 
the support of area healthcare centers, foundations, and 
individual supporters. Some key supporters include: the Miller-Dwan 
Foundation, Medica Foundation, and Caring Ways Cancer Resource Center. 

Are my entries private? 
Your Reflecting Pool group will be password protected; always log out when finished. Other group 
members will not be able to see the journal entries that you mark ‘Keep Private’. All writings will be 
read by Project Lulu to determine if any entries indicate someone in need of help. Project Lulu may 
share writing excerpts for education and outreach purposes, but they will remain anonymous.  

How do I learn more? 

Please direct questions to Lisa McKhann, Project Lulu director. Email: lisa@projectlulu.org 
2109 Minnesota Ave., Duluth, MN 55802 USA                     www.projectlulu.org 

Sign Up 
at 

projectlulu.org/reflectingpool 
 


